ABSTRACT. Extending the srudy of triangles and tetrahedra in Cayley graphs of cyclic groups, we define a ki-type as an edge-weighted complete graph on i vertices with nonnegative integer weights respecting a triangular sum condition.
its structure. This, in tum, allowed us to establish surprising properties of this graph showing much symmetry and structure, which in tum proved to be useful in the study of the induced tetrahedral subgraphs of Cayley graphs.
The recognition algorithm above is an example of the use we have been making of set and number theoretical properties in combinatorial structures to recognize provable properties.
Introdirction
Given a graph G and a generator set S for G, we define the (undirected) Cayley graph of G with generator set S as the graph whose vertices are the elements of G and such that for vertices x and y of G, there is an edge between x and y if and only if xs = y for some s € S. A Cayley gaph is said to be complete if there exists an edge between each pair of its vertices. We use recognition techniques and interpretation analysis, in order to uncover part of the structure implicit in Cayley graphs. A recognition algorithm is presented that allows us to travel inside a graph G(2,4) that describes the interrlations among induced tetrahedra in complete Cayley gaphs. These objects will be referred as K4-types, and tley are defined in this paper in the special case of the complete Cayley graph of the additive groap Z of integers. However, the definition of a fu-type would be the same by substituting Z by any other additive group. In fact, we restrict in this paper to Z, with the understanding that other additive groups, like the odd cyclic goups ZZk+ t (considered in [1] and t2l) can be handled similarly. We Notice that, apart from the three weights, 4,2 and 8, associated to the three edges of T, the remaining four weights are common to the three vertices of T: 1,3,5 and 7.
The Triangle-Dual Graph
The triangle-dual graph TD of H(2, 4) is defined as the gaph each of whose vertices is labelled by a corresponding triangle of H(2,4) and each of whosetriangles is labelled by a vertex of H(2,4). Now, we represent the triangle dual of r as the central vertex, in the left of Figure 3 . This is the portion of riD, corresponding to the portion in H(2,4) of Figure 2 .
We can formalize this representation by defining:
p(x,y)= {lx-yl,x+y}, for x, y nonnegative. We can travel this way in TD, which can in To determines a 6-cycle r that continues (at either endvertex) with two subsequeqt edges in the direction i + 1 (where addition is taken mod 3) followd by another edge in the direction i. In fact, r is triangle-dual of a canonical 6-cycle of H(Z,+)latr.. We say that abc is a root of r. Furthermore, each triangle of TD having a vertex t in common with To has the edge opposite to t defining a 6-cycle s having abc as a root. In fact, s has subsequent edges alternatively in each of the three directions 0, 1 and 2. Remark 3. The result above shows that the fractal-like representation of TD that the PAS.GAL computational approach provides is not one-to-one. Xg(123) in Figure 6 , the edges in bold trace are exactly those whose labels are the sum of their incident face labels. The other edge labels equal the difference in absolute value of their incident face labels. In this beehive tessellation covering, some edges are to collapse into loops in H(2,A)labc. In fact, if gcd(a, b, c) = h then we may assume that a/h is even and that b/h and c/h are odd. If in addition j = 0, then there are edges separating faces equally labelled with a/2. These edges collapse to a loop in H(2, 4)/abc which is unique in the inverse image of Xg(abc) if a, b and c are distinct.
If, on the other hand, h is even, i = hl2 and a,b and c are distinct, then there are two contiguous hexagons with common label bl2 and two contiguous hexagons with label cl2, so that the edges between them collapse to two loops in Xr(245) xl ( 
Example
We now give an example of the execution of the recognition implementation. 
